
with Zuva

Quickly understand what’s in your contracts
Businesses make better decisions with data. But data is often trapped inside your contracts.

LawVu’s integration with Zuva’s DocAI brings best in class machine learning into your existing contract workflows so you 

can easily identify, extract, and analyze contracts with unparalleled accuracy and efficiency.

The tool trusted by the AmLaw 100 
Zuva is the cutting-edge contract analysis technology built by the team behind Kira; the award winning machine learning 

company trusted by a majority of the AmLaw 100 law firms. We chose Zuva because of their long-standing, deep expertise 

in the contract analysis AI market, and clear competitive technical advantage.

Supercharged contract management
Saving contracts to a CLM is critical to effectively managing renewals, spotting opportunities and controlling risk. But 

manually scrolling through long documents to find relevant dates, names and values, and retyping text is a burdensome 

task that often ends up at the bottom of your to-do list.

Now you can use machine learning to identify key pieces of information in a contract and automatically copy it into  

LawVu Contracts. 

Ingest contracts into 
LawVu up to 4x faster 
with Zuva

Relevant information 
is copied into your 
CLM fields.

Apply machine learning models 
to identify the parties, key dates, 
the name of the contract, and 
other key legal clauses.

Zuva will digitize the 
document, making it easy 
to search and copy text out.
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How it works

For more information on LawVu or to arrange a demo contact us at:
www.lawvu.com   |   US +1 213 634 4557   |   NZ +64 (0)7 808 5600    |   AU +61 3 9069 8699   |   info@lawvu.com
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All contract analysis engines should be paired with some level of human review, but Zuva makes this quick and easy by 

reducing the time you need to spend searching the document. This means that your team is free to focus on the analysis.



Migrate historic documents 
easily to LawVu 

Create a single source of truth 
Contracts in LawVu sit alongside Matters, Knowledge and 

Documents, and data driven Insights to form one unified 

legal workspace that the whole business benefits from. 

Get time back in your day and supercharge your contract 

management with the LawVu and Zuva integration.

“In the four months that the 
LawVu legal workspace has 
been implemented, the team 
has saved two days a week on 
administrative work and is 
turning contracts around in 
three days instead of two weeks. ” 

Matt Brasch  
Associate General Counsel, Buckle

Most LawVu customers have hundreds if 
not thousands of contracts that they need to 
migrate into LawVu.

Use the LawVu Zuva integration to create 
value from day one.

Using Zuva 
typically saves 
legal teams  
10-15 minutes 
per contract.

For a project of 
1,000 contracts this 
equates to a time 
saving of about  
200 hours. That’s  
5 weeks of work. 

minutes 

SAVE
10-15
per contract

SAVE
5 weeks
of work for 
1,000 contracts

For more information on LawVu or to arrange a demo contact us at:
www.lawvu.com   |   US +1 213 634 4557   |   NZ +64 (0)7 808 5600    |   AU +61 3 9069 8699   |   info@lawvu.com

For a project of 1,000 contracts this 
equates to a time saving of about 200 
hours. That’s 5 weeks of work. 

LawVu + Zuva


